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3,070,330 shortcoming of all present day rocket powered vehicle 
ATTITUDE AND PROPEEE,ANT FLOW CONTROL control systems is an  absence of a suitable integrated 
S'VS'H'ERS AND &'$ETHOD thrust vector and propellant flow programming control 
Willinn1 J. D. ESCIICI., TVasl~ington, D.C., assignor to tlae system. 
United States of :%merica a s  represenated by the Ad- 5 Accordingly, one object of this invention is t o  provide 
minisirator of ti18 National Aeronautics and Space a new and improved orientation control system for  aerial 
Adlminisfratlal~ and space vehicles. 
Filed lb4ar. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 97,112 
14  CI:aims. (C1. 24.4-76) Another object of the invention is the provision of a 
(Granted under Title 35, t7.S. Code (1 9521, see. 266) new and improved thrust vector positioning control sys- 10 tem for liquid propellant-powered vehicles. 
The jnvention desciibed herein may be manufactured Still another object of the present invention is to pro- 
and used by or  for the Government of the United States vide a new and improved fixed three axis attitude control 
of America for governmental purposes withollt the pay- arrangement for liquid propellant rocket-powered 
ment of any royalties thercon or  therefor. vehicles. 
This invention relztcs gei~erally to a reaction thrust 15 A furth:r object of the instant invention is to provide 
propc1:ccl vchicle atlilil:ic L ' o I I ! ~ ~ ~  system, and more par- a new and improved two or three axis attitude control 
ticuiarly to an integrated differential thrust variation apparatus for (1 liquid propellant rocliet-powered vehicle 
method and system for three axis attitude control and capable of maintaining a constant propulsive thrust. 
prope!lant A o ~ v  control of a liquid prop-llant, rocket- A still further object of this invention is the provision 
powereci vp1:icIe. 20 oE a new and improyed system for effecting integrated 
Disturbances encountercd by a rocket-powered vehicle vchiclc orientation and propellant flow control of an  
in iiigllt can cause rotating motions about the three aerial o r  space vehicle. 
orthogonal axes of the vehicle which, unless counter- Another still further object of the instant invention is 
acted, can prevent fuliillmcnt of the o.izrall guidance the provision of new and improved prope!lr:nt Row con- 
program of the rocket vehicle. The disturbances may bc 25 trol to provide superior thrust level programn~ing and 
externally causcd, such as by gusts and the like, or in- propelli~nt mixture ratio control. 
ternaliy produced by such factors as thrust-chamber mis- Still another further object of the instant invention is 
alignn:ent, propellant s!oshing or structural deformation. t o  provide a new and improved rocket engine assembly 
T o  coui~leract the effects of these disturbances rocket- of fixed symmetrically-arranged thrust chambers for an  
propelled vehizlrs are generally provided with active at- 30 aerial or  space vehicle. 
titude control systems which control the orientation of One other object of this invention is the provision 
the vehiclc about its thrce orthogonal :~xes. These mo- of a novel method for effecting thr~ist vector control of 
tioils are g~nerally refcried to as roll, pitch and yaw. a reaction type engine. 
Several diverse arrangements have been heretofore Briefly, in accordance with one embodiment of this 
proposed to provide three axis attitude control of rocket 35 invention, these and other objects are attained by provid- 
propel!ed vchiclrs. haany oi these arrangements rely ing in a rocket-powered vehicle the combination of a 
upon the generaticn of compensaling aerodyn:imic forces rearward symmetric assembly of two pairs of thrust 
and arc limited to use within the atmosphere. Othcr ar- chambers fixedly arranged in diametrically opposed rc- 
rangements utilizing c x h a ~ ~ s t  immersed j:t vanes or  lationship about the longitudinal axis of the rozltet ve- 
ginlb~~led thrust charnl~ers providz for the selective dc- 40 hicle, the thrust chambers of each pair being slightly 
Rection of the thrust of the main power plant and are canted in two directions to produce oppositely directed 
utilizable both witbir? and without the atmosphere. In  equal moments about the center of gravity of the rocket 
practice, hoivevcr, the nc~ion of the fast flowing high vehicle in either the yaw or pitch roll planes, liquid fuel 
temperature gases have been found to cause rapid erosion and oxidant supplies coupled to each thrust chamber to 
of the jet vanes. In addition, the jet vanes themsdves 4e5 provide for the generation of thrust by each chamber, 
have been fuunti to produce drag and undesirable dis- sensing apparatus for  developing individual error signals 
turbances in rhe power plant exhaust. Although the correlative to the magnitude of vehicular orientation dis- 
gimhaled, o r  pivotally mounted, main thrust chamber turbances in each of the three orthogonal axes about the 
overcomes many of the aforedescribed difficulties by se- 60 center of gravity of the rocket vehicle, and flow control 
lectivcly varying the direction of the thrust relative to valves individual to each of the fuel and oxidant supplies 
the longitudinal axis of the vehicle as it swings about its and being responsive to the summation of the developed 
pivot point, siructura! and weight considerations of high error signals to effect generation of a differential thrust 
thmst rocket engine designs, such, for example, as those variation by the thrust chamber assembly so as to develop 
exceeding one million pounds, for  vacuurn operations 55 moments about any of the three orthogonal axes neces- 
rrialte gimbal mocnting somewhat undesirable. More sary to correct for the orientation disturbances of the 
particularly, the overall needs for space vehicle attitude rocket vehicle. Programming and sensing devices may 
control require significantly larger angular accelerations also be coupled to the flow control valves to provide for 
t o  be imposed upon the thrust chamber, thereby requir- propellant flow to  the thrust chamber assembly correla- 
ing design of more sturdy vehicle and thrust chamber 00 tive to a desired magnitude of thrust level, instantaneous 
structures to withstand the increased propulsive thrust mixture ratio, and the needs of start and shut-down 
concentrated at  the pivot point. Heavier actuators and transient periods. 
associated equipment are required to  move the thrust A more complete appreciation of the invention and 
chamber with required response. The transmission of many of the attendant advantages thereof will be readily 
large reaction forces from the gimbaling action into a G5 appreciated as the same becomes better understood by 
light-weight vehicle can cause sustained osciIlations, reference to the following detailed dcscriplion when con- 
thereby introducing a structural feedback problem. A sidered in connection with the accompanying drawings 
major difficulty with the gimbalrd engine in high thrust wherein: 
rocket engines is that of supplying high pressure propel- FIG. 1 is a block diagrammatic view of the overall ve- 
]ants by means of flexible feed lines, which are heavier 70 hicle attitude control system according to the present 
and more cumbersome than fixed feed lines, thereby fur- invention; 
ther increasing the gimbaling loads, One significant FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic end view of one embodiment 
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of a multiple ihrust chamber assembly of the system of Tt will be noted from I3G. 1 that the individual pitch, 
FIG. 1; yaw and roll error signals devcloped by orientation dis- 
FIGS. 3 and -1 are vectorial representations of the thrust turbance sensor 11 arc applied to diverse ones of the pro- 
forces iievclijpcd by tlzc: assembly of FIG. 2; and, pellant actuators 22 and 23 by conductors 24, 25 and 26 
FIG. 5 is a diagramn~atic end vicw of an alternative 5 of signal network 12; conductor 24 transmitting the pitch 
embodiment of a n~ulliple thrust chamber assembly of the signal to the actuators of thrust c i~a~:~bcrs  N and S; con- 
present invcntisn. ductor 25 transn~itting the yaw signal to the actuators of 
Refwing  now to 111c drawings wherein like reference thrust chambers E and U'; conili~ctor 26 transmitting the 
s11::r:lctcrs ~Iesigli;,:: idintical or correbponding parts yaw signal to the aciiialors of tiirust chalnbers E and W; 
I h r o ~ i ~ h o u t  the sevil:.:il views, and more particularly to 10 conductor 26 transmiiting thc rail signal t o  eacf; of the 
FIG. 1 thercof whciein thc vchic!~ ~ O ~ I I C  attitude coii- :L;l!~;~toi.~. The poisrity markings ( - 1 -  and -) on the 
trol syslcin of Lilt present invenlion is sliovin as consist- propellant actualors indicate the responsi~encss of the in- 
ing essentially o l  3 T!el~icle. orientation disturbance sensor rlividual actuator to a par!ic::i.ir sig:~ai. T:o: example, in 
11 ciip3bie nE cievclopii~g ind;vIdii31 e!ectrical signals cor- response to a pitch error signal, actuators 2 2 3  and 23N 
responding to vehicuiar orientation disturbances in the 15 will actuate fuel and oxidizcr control valves 1BN and 
yaw, piic1-r and rol! p:tlocs which are selectiveiy applied ZlN Lo increase rtie propellant flow to illrust chamber N, 
through a sisrial trandating network 12 to a propellant while, siii:~iltanco~isly, actuators 225 and 235 will actu- 
ilow control appar:itus 13 capable of apportioning the pro- ate fuel and oxidizer control valses 19s and 21s to de- 
pulsivc ihrust aniorrg l l ~ e  fixei:, thrust chambers of a mul- crease, by a corresponding amount, the propellant flow to 
tipie cl:rimber liquid piopeliant rockct engine 13. Ry way 20 thrust chamber S. This actioil establishes a corrective 
of ex;~mplc, the vchicle orientation disturbance sensor 11 pitch control moment through thc resultant differential 
may he a vel~icle borne autopilot or an  inertial guidance thrust variation developed by the two pitch planc tflrust 
platform. chambers N and S. As shown in FIG. 3, wherein 7 rep- 
In the illustrared enlbodiment of the invention, four resents the small cant angle ( q < 1 O 0 )  of the two pitch 
liirust, or  reaction, chambers, which may be of identical 11.5 plane fixed thrust chaiiibcrs N and S in the plane of the 
size, iicsignatecl by reference characters N, E, S and W vcllicle ccntcrline, r the distance f<om the vehicle center- 
are shown. ?-lie thrust chambers are arranged in two line Q to the individ~ial thrust c!lamber lines of thrust, 
mutually perpendicular pairs of N, S and E, W, respec- L the perpendicular distance from the vehicle center of 
lively. 'This configuration is considered to be particularly gravity to an arbitrarily iocated planz of thrust iritroduc- 
se~itable for providing three axis attitude control of a 30 tion normal to the vehicle centcrline, and Fn,,-dP 2nd 
rociiet-propelled vehicic. Each of the thrust chambers Fno rn+dF  the diiferential thrusts developed by thrust 
N, E, S rind W is connected to a fuel supply 13, such as chambers N and S, rcspcctively, the magnitude of the es- 
kerosene, through inclividliai feed lines JiaiN, 16E, B6S tablished pitch moment MJp aboilt the \iehicie center of 
and Z6W, respectively, and to an oxidizer supply 17, such, gravity is represenled by thc equation 
ss liquid oxygen, through fixed feed lines ISN, IISE, 18s 35 
and 18'44, respectively. It is lo be understood that the fuel 
and oxidizer supplies may eithzr be common to all of the 
thrust ch,amSers, or, alternativelp, individual to each one "'hen -1F i - a F  are equal. xi wil! be obvious from 
.thereof. i t  is to bc further ~inderstood that the propellant 3 that this action wili be observed for any coplanar 
suppl!i for ihe rocket eegille I$. may be pressurized, ac- 40 symmetric31 arrangement of thc thrust chambers other 
celcration head, or pump led. Each of the fuel feed lines than with thrust lines passing throu,:h the vefliclc center 
of the i l lusirat~d embodiment is provided with individual of g r u i t ~ .  A corrective jfaw control moment call bc sim- 
flow control yalves 19N, l g ~ ,  19s  and 19W. Similarly, i 1 ~ 1 ~  established by the differential throttling of the yaw 
each of the oxidizer feed lines is provided with individual plane fixed thrust chambers and W. It is to be noted, 
flow control va!ves 2kW, 21E. 2PS and 21W. therefore, that the invention primarily provides a propor- 
The operation of rhe propellant control valves is regu- 45 tional, rather ihan an on-ofi control mode. 
lnted by actucllors, such for exsmple as electrohydraulic A roll control moment about the vehicle longitudinal 
type actuators 22 and 23, which develop a controlling axis is generated by the differential variation of thrust 
eEi.ect in respoilse to the algebraic summation of the error in "11 of the thrust chambers of the multiple chamber 
signals applied by the signal translating network 12. Ac- 50 engine 14. As shown ill FIG. 1, a roll error signal is 
tuators 22W, 2ZE, 225 and 22Vd are connected to indi- "piled by conductor 26 to the propellant actuators of 
viiiual ones of the fuel control valves and actuators 22N, each of  the thrusi chambers. As indicated by the polarity 
23E, 23s and 23W are connected to  individual ones of pro~cllal1t actuators 22W, 225, 23N and 235 
the oxidizer control valves. are set to respond to a particular roll signal in a man- 
As more clearly shown in FIG. 2, the thrust chambers 55 ner whereby the thrusts developed by each of the pitch 
of the rocket engine 14 are positioned a t  the rear of the plane pair of thrust chambers N and S increase while 
vehicle in mutually perpendicular planes about the longi- propellant actuators 22% 22W, 23E and 23W are set 
tudinal axis, o r  centerline, of the vehicle 27; thrust cham- to respond t o  the particular roll signal in a manner 
ber pair N and S lying in the yaw plane and thrust cham- whereby the thrusts developed by each of the yaw plane 
ber pair E and W lying in the pitch plane of the rocket- 60 pair of thrust chambers E and W decrease by a corre- 
propelled vehicle. Where the thrust chambers utilized sponding amount. Thus by oppositely canting each thrust 
generate substantially identical magnitude thrusts, they are chamber within a pair by a small angle p in the plane 
located substantially equidistantly from the vehicle cen- normal to the radius r, as more clearly shown in FIG. 2, 
tesline. The longitudinal axis of each thrust chamber is eq:!al magnitude and oppositely directed couples about 
slightly displaced in two directions, as represented by the 65 the roll axis of the vehicle can be generated by the two 
angle 7, in a plane perpendicular t o  a plane of the vehicle pairs of thrust chambers in response to a roll error signal. 
centerline and the angle p in a plane of the vehicle center- It wilI be apparent, therefore, that a suhstsntial net roll 
line, to effect production of oppositely directed moments moment is developed when the thrust generated by the 
about the vehicle center of gravity by each of the pairs of two thrust chambers of one pair oE chambers is increased 
thrust chambers, as will be more fully explained herein- 70 and the thrust generated by the two lhrust chambers 
after. The angles are illustrated in  FIG. 2 by the relative of the other pair of chambers is correspo~ldingly de- 
displacement of centerlines through the throat and exit creased. It may be seen from FIG. 4a, which represents 
centers of each thrust chamber parallel to the vehicle cen- a situation wherein the thrust developed by both of the 
terline. I n  certain situations the angle may approach pitch plane chambers is  increased and that of the yaw 
zero, 76 plane chambers is correspondingly decreased, that a net 
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roll moment MR is developed in favor of the pitch plane the amount of each propellant remaining in  the supply 
couple. Thus a control moment of the desired sense tanks 15 and 17. 
and magnitude is effected while, again, the total propel- It will be apparent that the method and apparatus 
Iant Aow rate to the engine is maintained constant. The of the herein described invention achieve vehicle attitude 
magnitude of the roll control moment developed is 5 control and propellant flow programming upon the prin- 
ciple of propellant flow control. I t  will also be apparent M,=+4AF sin p.r that although the invention has been described in con- 
I t  will be apparent from FIG. 4b, which represents the nection with the operation of a liqilid propellant rocltet 
neutral roll condit:on of the system, that when all thrust vehicle, that it is not so limited, and is equally applicable 
chambers provide an equal thrust n o  net roll moment 10 l o  other reaction propulsion syslems such as nuclear or  
is developed. ion plasn~a propelled vehicles. 
It is to be noted that, in general, the roll moments Obviously, numerous modifications and variations of 
required for  altitude control are significantly smaller the present invention are possibie in rke light of the 
than the pitch and yaw control moments. Also, the loss above teachings. It is therefore to be understood that 
in thrust available for propelling the vehicle by reason 15 within the scope of the appended claims the invention 
of the thrust chamber cant angles q associated wkh may be pr~ct iced otherwise than as specifically described 
pitchlyaw and roll p control are near negligible for small herein. 
angles. It will be understood, therefore, that the overall What is claimed as new and desired lo be sccurcd 
performance of the attitude control system of the present by Letters Patent of Ihe United Stales is: 
invention is dependent oil two parameters; the maximum 20 1. In a vehi:le, a propulsion and attitude control sys- 
relative throttling range and the total thrust chamber tem comprising a p l~~ra l i ty  of canted thrust chambers 
cant angle. Any interaction or cross-coupling between rigidly secured to the vehicle in a symilielrical configura- 
individual error signals is of a second or  third order and, tion for providing a propulsive thrust, means disposed in 
hence, the effects thereof on the operation of the system the vehicle for developing individual signals indicative of 
are negligible. 25 the magnitude and direction of attil~icle disturbances of 
It will be apparent that although the method and the vehicle about diverse ones of its orti?ogon:,l axes; and 
apparatus of the invention have been specifi cally described means disposed in the vehicle individual lo cacil of said 
in terms of four fixed tail positioned thrust chambers thrust chambers being selectively responsive to said sig- 
providing for three axis attitude control, that the in- nals for effecting a clifferential variation of the thrust 
vention is not so limited, and that two axis attitude con- 30 developed by said chambers thereby to provide said pro- 
trol, i.e., pitch and yaw, can be provided for by utiliza- pulsive thrust, and to genernte moments in the planes of 
tion of three rearward thrust chambers in a symnletrical the vehicle orthogonal axes corrective of said attitude 
triangular configuration, as shown in FIG. 5. In  this disturbances. 
arrangement thc thrust chambers are only canted by the 2. In a vehicle, a propulsion control systenl comprising 
angle 7 in the planes of the vehicle centerline. 35 a plurality of thrust chambers fixedly mounted on the 
Jn addit:on to providing vehicle attitude control, the vehicle for providinz a pr0piUlsive fhrust, mcans for devel- 
instant invention is also capable of providing control oder oping individual signals reprcsentativc of the attitucle dis- 
otl,er significant variables a ~ e c t i n g  tile maxi,nuna per- turbances of the vehiclc, fuel supply means for said thrust 
fosmance of a r o c ~ e t - p r o p e l ~ e ~  vel,iclc. ~h~ ability of a chambers, osidizer supply means for said thriist chambers, 
vehicle to perform precision trajectory programs and means responsive to the relative amounts of the fuaI and 
adaptation maneuvers in a reproducible depends the oxidizer contained ? k  said supply means for develop- 
fundamentally on both thrust orientation alld thrust ing signals representative of a desired prc;leIlant mixture 
magnitude control. Such factors as the opera- ratio for said thrust chambers, and means individual to 
requirenlents of start, or restart, and shutdown, each of said thrust chambers selectively responsive to the 
thrust termination upon attainment of a desired vehicle 45 summation of said attitude disturbance developed signals 
velocity, or optimum utilization of propulsive energy with- to differentially throttle said thrust chambers to develop 
in limits dictated by external factors as aerodynamic drag, moments about the vehicle corrective of said attitude dis- turbances with said desired propellant mixture ratio. heating, structure and crew imposed acceleration, neces- 3. In a vehicle, a propulsion controlicr comprising a 
sitate Ihe regu'atioll of propellant flow 50 plurality of thrust chambers fixedly mounted on the ve- linuous, in flight., thrust level control is readily provided hicle for providing a propulsive thrust, for by the system of the instant invention by the inclusion ing individual error signals representative of the orienta- 
of sensing transdacers 28 responsive to the aforedescribed tion disturbances of vehicle, fuel supply means for 
external factors and a thrust level programming device said tllrust cham,jers, oxidizer silppjy for 
29 for  developing a resultant colltrol signal which is aP- 55 said thrust chambers, means responsive to the relative 
plied Over a collductor 31 of the l2 the amounts of the fuel and the oxidizer in said supply means 
propellant flow actuators 22 and The actuators are for developing control signals representative of a desired 
set UP to respond to the control signal in a minner where- propellant mixture ratio for said thrust chambers, means 
by the propulsion thrust developed by the multiple cham- for developing control signals representative of the desired 
her rocket engine 14 is a t  the level dictated by the external 60 level of propulsive thrust to bc provided by said thrust 
factors. chambers, and means individual to each of said thrust 
Similarly, to reduce the possibility of unscheduled vehi- chambers selectively responsive to said developed error 
cle power cut-off due to premature exhaustion of one or  signals to differentially throttle said thrust chambers to 
the other propellant by such uncertain factors as boil. develop moments about the vehicIe corrective of said 
losses, acceleration effects, propellant density changes, 65 orientation disturbances at  said desired level of propul- 
and tank pressure variations, which cannot be sive thrust with said desired propellant mixture ratio. 
for  by a pre-set operating mixture ratio, an  active mix- 4. In a vehicle, an  attitude control system comprising a 
ratio control system is required. ,-ontinuous propel- plurality of symmetrically arranged thrust chambers 
mounted rearwardly on the vehicle a t  a fixed small cant Ian$ mixture ratio control is readily provided by the 
angle for providing a propulsive thrust at desired levd, 
system of the present invention by setting the fuel control means for sensing the attitude , - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  of the vehicle 
actuators 22 and the oxidizer 23 be about its orthogonal axes, means for developing individual 
differentially responsive to a control signal applied Over signals indicative of each of said attitude disturbances, 
a conductor 32 from a mixture ratio Programmer 33 fuel supply means connected to each of said thrust cham- 
ia response to  signals from sensors 34 which establish 75 bers, oxidizer supply means connected to each of said 
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thrust charnb-rs, flow control means individual to each nals representative of the desired level of said net pro- 
fuel supply connectioii and each oxidizer supply connec. pdsive thrust, and control means individual to each of 
lion selcctii;:iy r:spo~.~sive to said attitude disturbance sig- said supply means selectively responsive to said developed 
nals to difHercntially tlhroltle said thrust chambers to pen- error signals for controlling the propellant flow to said 
er;~tc momcnrs aL)i)ut diverse ones of said orthogonal axes 6 thrust chambers to effect the generation of moments 
correciive of said ;~liitude disturbances at said desired level about said center of gravity corrective of said attitude 
hif ps~ip1:lsivc thrust. disturbances at said desired level of net propulsive thrust 
5. iln a vci-ricie, a three axes attitude controller compris- with said desired propellant mixture ratio; said control 
iiig i\vo tlirust cIinniber pairs fixedly secured to the tail means in response to an error signal representative of a 
portion of  ill^ Jrci;icle for providing propulsive thrust for 10 pitch plane attitude disturbance selectively increasing the 
Ihe vehide, tile individ~iai thrust chambers of one of said propellant flow to one thrust chamber of said pitch plane 
p ~ i r s  bcing oi.Iciiti.d la produce oppositely directed rno- thrust chamber pair and simultaneously decreasing, by 
mcnls abii!!t ihc ;.thicIi: ccnter of gravity in the pitch plane a corresponding amount, the propellant Bow to the other 
zind ihe indi\iilu:sl thrust chambers of the other of said thrust chamber thereof, said control means in response to 
pairs bzin:: ori-r~izd to producc oppasitclp directed mo- 15 an error signal representative of a yaw plane attitude dis- 
rnents :ibout the vehicle center of gravity in the yaw planc, turbance selectively increasing the propellant flow to one 
p;.opcllas:t supply nleans for each of said thrust chambers, thrust chamber of said yaw plane thrust chamber pair 
means for cleveloping individual signals representative of and simuItaneousIy decreasing, by a corresponding 
fhe atiitude i1isturb;inccs of the vehicle in each of the yaw, amount, the propellant flow to the other thrust chamber 
pitch :ind roll ~il;nes, and n-ieans individual to each of said 20 thereof, said control means in response to an error signal 
si~gpiji means selzctively responsive to said developed sig- representative of a roll plane attitude disturbance selec- 
nals for diffzrrntially varying the propellant flow to the tively increasing the propellant flow to one of said thrust 
iniiivid~i:!I thrust chambers in one c r  both of said two chamber pairs and simultaneously decreasing, by a cor- 
titrust chamber pairs to thereby produce a net moment responding amount, the propellant flow to the other of 
ahour said c c ~ ~ t c r  of gravity corrective of the vehicle dis- 25 said thrust chamber pairs. 
turb~ince in tile yaw and/or pitch planes, and to differen- 8. A multiple chamber rocket engine assembly for a 
tiaily v:iry ihe l?i.o~;ellant Row to each of said thrust cham- vehicle comprising a plurality of thrust chambers ar- 
bcr pairs to therehy produce a net rnornsnt about said cen- ranged in two pairs fixedly mounted on the vehicle after- 
k c  of gravity cori~cc~;ve of the vehicle disturbance in the body in a symmetrical configuration about the vehicle 
roll plane. 30 longitudinal axis, the thrust chambers of one of said pairs 
5. Bn a vehicle, a three axes attitude controller compris- being canted inwardly in one plane of said longitudinal 
ing two nlut~ially perpendicular thrust chamber pairs axis, and the thrust chambers of the other of said pairs 
fixedly secured to the afterbody of the vehicle for provia- being canted inwardly in another plane of said longi- 
lrlg n rropi~lsive ihrust at a desired level for the vehicle, tudinal axis, said planes being mutually perpendicular. 
the individiml Ohlust cllan~bcrs of one of said thrust cham- 35 9. A multiple chamber rocket engine for a vehic!e 
ber pairs being oriellied to produce oppositely directed comprising two thrust chamber pairs having individual 
moments about the vehicle center of gravity in the pitch thrust chambers rigidly mounted on the vehicle back 
plane end the individual thrust chambers of the other of extremity on diametrically opposed sides of the vehicle 
said thrust chamber pairs being oriented to produce oppo- longitudinal axis in mutually perpendicular planes of said 
sileIy direclecl mon~ents about the vehicle center of gravity 40 longitudinal axis, the thrust chambers of each of said 
in the yaw plane, propellant supply means for each of said pairs being o ~ ~ o s i t e l ~  canted in the plane of the respec- 
thrust ch:tinbers, means for developing individual signals tive thrust chamber pair, said thrust chambers of each 
representative of the attitude disturbances of the vehicle of said pairs also being oppositely canted in a plane nor- 
in each of the yaw, pitch and roll planes, and control mal to the plalle of the respective thrust chamber pair. 
means individual to each of said supply means selectively 45 10. A method of providing roll attitude control of a 
responsive to said deseioped signals for controlling the vehicle propelled by the ~ropulsive forces generated by a 
propellant flow to said thrust chambers to effect the gen- plurality of thrust chambers comprising the steps of 
eraiion of niomenis about said center of gravity corrective fixedly positioning the thrust chambers symmetrically 
of said attitude disturbances at said desired level of pro- aboat the vehicle longitudinal axis in mutually perpen- 
pulsive thrust, said control means in response to a sign21 60 dicular planes, orienting the thrust chambers of each pair 
yepresentalive of a pitch plane attitude disturbance provid- to produce O P P Q S ~ ~ ~ ~ Y  directed moments about the vehicle 
in& for differential throttling of the individual thrust cham- longitudinal axis, and differentially throttling the thrust 
hers in said one thrust chamber pair, said control means in chambers of each pair to produce a net turning moment 
response lo signal representative of a yaw plane atti- about the vehicle longitudinal axis without changing the 
t1.1de disturbance proi~iding for differential throttling of 55 level of the propulsive forces propelling the vehicle. 
the individual thrust chambers in said other thrust 11. In a reaction thrust propelled vehicle, an integrated 
chanlber pair, said control means in response to a signal differential thrust three axis attitude control system corn- 
repraxntative of a roll plane attitude disturbance pro- prising: at least two pairs of fixed thrust chambers in o p  
viding for dinercntial throttling of each of said two thrust posed relationship about the vehicle longitudinal axis, 
ch:lmber pairs. 60 each said chamber being canted in two directions so that 
7. rl rhree axes attitude controller for a vehicle corn- the resultant of each said chamber opposes the other and 
prising two thrust chamber pairs fixedly secured to the thus serves to produce oppositely directed equal moments 
afterbody of the vehicle for providing a net propulsive about the vehicle center of gravity in the pitch or yaw 
thrust for the vehicle; the individual thrust chambers of planes, while the resultant of selective differential varia- 
each thrust chamber pair being oriented to produce op- 65 tion of thrust in each said pair of chambers serves to pro- 
positely directed moments about the vehicle center of duce a controlled roll moment about the vehicle longi- 
gravity in the yaw and pitch planes, respectively, means tudinal axis, propellant supply means in communication 
for developing individual error signals representative of with each said thrust chamber, signal developing sensing 
the vehicle attitude disturbances in each of the yaw, pitch means responsive to vehicle orientation serving to de- 
and roll planes, fuel sl,pply means for said thrust cham- 70 velop correction Signals correlative to said vehicle orien- 
bers, oxidizer supply means for said thrust chambers, tation, flow control means in operative relationship with 
means responsive to the relative amounts of fuel and oxi- said propellant supply means, said flow control means re- 
dizer in said supply means for developing control signals sponsive to said developed correction signals and serving 
representative of a desired propellant mixture ratio for to effect generation of differential thrust between selected 
said thrust chambers, means for developing control sig- 75 thrust chambers, and programming and sensing means in 
3,070,330 
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operative relationship with said flow control means for least one of said paired sets being oppositely canted in a 
effecting desired thrust levels. plane normal to the plane of said paired set, and at  least 
12. In a reaction thru-,i propelled vehicle, an inte- one of the thrust chambers of a t  least one other of said 
grated differential thrust three axis attitude control system paired s-ts being oppositely canted in a plane normal to 
comprising: at  least two sets of paired fixed thrust cham- 6 the plane of said other thrust paired set. 
bers in opposed relation>hip about the vehicle longitudinal 14. A method of providing three axis attitude control 
axis, each said set being canted in  two directions so  that of a vehicle propelled by propulsive forces generated by 
the resultant thrust of each said set opposes the other a plurality of thrust chambers comprising the steps of 
and thus serves to produce opposlieiy directed equal fixedly positioning the thrust chambers in paired sets sym- 
moments about the vehicle center of gravity in the pitch 10 metrically about the vehicle longitudinal axis in the yaw 
or  yaw planes, while the resultant thrust of selective dif- and pitch planes, orienting the thrust chambers of each 
ferential variation of thrust in each said paircd set of paired set to produce oppositsly directed moments about 
chambers serves to produce a controlled roll moment the center of gravity and the longitudinal axis of the ve- 
about the vehicle longitudinal axis, propellant supply hicle, and differentially throttling the thrust chambers of 
means in communication with each said set, signal de- 1s each paired set to produce a net turning moment about 
veloping sensing n~eans  responsive to vehicle orientation the vehicle center of gravity in the respective attitude 
serving to develop correction signals correlative to said p lme  and about the vehicle longitudinal axis without 
vehicle orientation, flow control means in operative re- changing the level of the propulsive forces propelling the 
lationship with said propellant supply means, said flow vehicle. 
control means responsive to said developed correction 20 
signals and serving to effect generation of differential References Cited in the file of this patent 
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